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With energy costs rising, the need to understand and
control energy use is becoming increasingly important.

our idea

Monitoring is the first step towards the efficient
management of resources and is a key factor in reducing
your energy usage.
We specify, install and maintain energy metering solutions
and Building Management Systems. We also offer advice
about the latest energy-efficient products, such as LED
lighting and renewable technologies, and can help you
implement these systems.
Our expertise ranges from mutiple-site rollout programmes
to smaller bespoke schemes and includes the office, retail
and financial sectors. This provides you with the confidence
that we can deliver against your requirements.

-usinstall
Our vision is to provide you with a wide range of installation
options, which enable us to offer a flexible service.
Energy Metering
All energy management initiatives rely on accurate,
up-to-date energy consumption information to ensure that
decisions relating to your energy plan are based on fact.
Energy metering is fundamental to this, and we provide
experienced teams who are able to survey and install a
range of metering systems.
Building Management Systems
We design, manufacture, engineer and commission
Building Management Systems (BMS) that focus on delivering
energy-efficient buildings without compromising conditions
for occupiers. Whether the BMS is small or large, our design
and installation philosophy remains energy focused, with

inspired installations

our user interfaces kept simple to operate. This helps you
to operate your bulidings with greater knowledge and
understanding.
Energy Reduction Products
Our experience in the energy industry enables us to work
with companies and manufacturers to help them deliver their
energy-reduction products and services to their customers
through our installation teams. We install a wide range of
products and metering devices to ensure that the energy
savings our customers achieve can be tracked and their
reduction commitments delivered.

cura 360
creative team
Providing the best solution is all about us understanding your
business and its particular needs. Only then can we provide
the best creative and value-driven ideas. We question and
challenge, and recognise that delivering projects just isn’t
enough – we have to be better.
Cura Energy is made up of a team of people with varied skills,
which enable us to be involved right from the concept stage.
We can either work within the parameters of your plan or
create a plan that is tailored to your needs.
We cover all the angles.

working with
the best
resources

We align ourselves with some of the most innovative and
inspiring businesses within the energy industry. This enables
us to have knowledge of the latest products, which is then,
of course, available to you.
Our customers can be confident that our experience of
different product applications allows us to tailor project
processes and installation programmes and to deliver on
agreed targets.
We are not aligned to one manufacturer or service provider
so we are able to act independently and select and install
a system that is suited to your needs.

looking after
our commissions

-uscare
Energy savings can quickly be lost through a lack of
maintenance. Our structured aftercare service ensures that
new or existing systems operate as intended and continue
to deliver savings.
Our teams have local knowledge with national reach and
are able to react to issues quickly. Communication is key,
especially when multiple sites and installations are involved.
Therefore, at Cura Energy we use the latest web-enabled
technology to monitor what your systems are doing; this
provides valuable information to help maintain your savings.
Any issues can quickly be resolved either remotely or on-site
by our energy engineers or by your in-house team.

Our industry is at the forefront of innovation and new

our work
keeps evolving

technologies. At Cura we encourage our people to
challenge everything and have a “frontiering” spirit, never
accepting that what we do now is good enough, always
trying to bring the next big idea, one that is a real “game
changer” for our customers.
We do evolution every day, what we really aspire to is bringing
revolution to our industry and you our customer.
This is what we believe maintains our excellent reputation and
differentiates us from others - we work closely with you and
your teams and act as an extension of your business.

let’s discuss
So, what is it that makes Cura Energy different and better?
It is the same reason that applies to your own business:
it’s the people.
Take the next step and get in touch today,
Telephone: 01634 820783
Email: enquiries@curaenergy.co.uk
Cura Energy Limited
Innovation Centre Medway
Maidstone Road
Chatham
Kent ME5 9FD
www.curaenergy.co.uk
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